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Abstract

Determining correspondence between sensed views of ob-
jects or scenes is a widely studied topic in computer vision.
This paper examines correspondence, with particular focus
on intrinsic rigid surface matching algorithms, where cor-
respondences are generated using intrinsic surface proper-
ties. Many existing intrinsic correspondence algorithms use
the same general approach to determine correspondences
between surfaces. This paper details this general approach
and shows how it forms the basis of the general correspon-
dence framework. The framework is introduced as both a
conceptual and an actual model that can be applied to a
variety of correspondence tasks. Existing techniques are
restructured to fit within the framework, and illustrate its
generality. A novel algorithm is also constructed, to show
how the framework facilitates innovation, that is, the syn-
thesis of new techniques. Algorithms in the framework are
tested to verify both generality and innovation. Future di-
rections of the framework extend the potential testbed of the
framework to incorporate a number of open computer vi-
sion correspondence issues.

1 Introduction

Correspondence is a fundamental task in computer vision,
which typically precedes registration or a related task. In
registration, correspondences between two or more views
are used to compute the transformation parameters required
to bring the views into alignment. A related task is stereo
matching, where local correspondences between views are
computed to determine the disparity between the left and
right images of the same scene.

Formally, correspondence is the process of determining
matching regions between views. In this paper, views are
defined as renditions of objects or scenes, and regions are
spatially consistent subsets of a view. An example of a view
is a three dimensional (3D) surface, and region may be a
small connected neighbourhood located on the surface.

This paper focuses on the problem of rigid 3D surface corre-
spondence. This type of correspondence precedes the pro-
cess of 3D surface registration. The problem where sur-
faces of the same object or view are acquired from different,
unspecified viewpoints, is considered. The correspondence
task is determining the matching surface regions to compute
the registration parameters between them.

This paper specifically addresses intrinsic surface corre-
spondence. Intrinsic correspondence refers to matching the
intrinsic properties of regions between surfaces, rather than
considering their spatial (extrinsic) differences. Because it
relies only on surface properties, intrinsic correspondence is
a powerful way of determining coarse matches between sur-
faces. Extrinsic methods are generally very good at refining
the rough initial estimates. Therefore, surface correspon-
dence methods are often intrinsic, followed by an extrinsic
component (for examples, see [1, 8, 9]). The primary ob-
jective of this paper is to provide a framework for intrinsic
correspondence methods, focusing on the rough initial cor-
respondence estimates between views. Many suitable ex-
trinsic methods exist, which can be used to refine the initial
estimates (a popular example is [2]).

Determining initial correspondence estimates between sur-
faces is a challenging problem. This is primarily due to
factors such as the unknown spatial relationships and un-
known degrees of overlap between the surfaces. Existing
correspondence algorithms combat these problems, but of-
ten suffer from weaknesses such as computational ineffi-
ciency [4], memory usage [8], and application specificity
[9]. However, these problems are usually attributed to only
one or two sections of the correspondence algorithms.

In this paper, the generalised correspondence framework is
presented, which separates the task of intrinsic surface cor-
respondence into five distinct components. By restructuring
existing techniques to fit within the framework, it is eas-
ier to identify where the strengths and weaknesses of each
method lie. The modular structure of the framework also
allows for modules of different algorithms to be slotted into
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an existing algorithm, to test or improve the algorithm. Fi-
nally, new components of algorithms can easily be synthe-
sised and added to the library of components that already
exists in the framework structure.

Formally, the primary objectives of the framework are:
Generality: to show that a wide variety of existing algo-
rithms follow the same generic approach; and
Innovation: to synthesise new correspondence methods,
using the interchangeable modules of the framework.

The objectives outlined above are addressed in this paper by
first examining a general approach taken by existing intrin-
sic correspondence methods, in Section 2. This approach
is then formalised in Section 3, where the correspondence
framework is outlined and each stage of the model is ex-
plained in detail. This section also addresses the frame-
work’s objectives by first restructuring existing algorithms
to fit within the framework, and then presenting a new
method that combines components of existing algorithms.
The coarse registration resulting from testing the restruc-
tured and new algorithms are presented in Section 4. Fi-
nally, future directions of the framework are discussed in
Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper with some
summary remarks.

2 Background

This section examines a general approach taken by many
existing intrinsic rigid surface correspondence methods.
First, some terminology, used to understand each algorithm
in a common frame of reference, is presented. This is fol-
lowed by outlining the general approach taken, and finally
discussing four distinct algorithms with respect to the ap-
proach.

This section and the remainder of the paper focus on pair-
wise correspondence between surfaces. It is important to re-
member that the framework provides a guide for computing
initial correspondence estimates between views. Once ini-
tial correspondence estimates have been determined, multi-
view methods, such as [11] can be employed to register all
the surfaces simultaneously, refining the initial estimates.

2.1 Terminology

Terminology that is used throughout the remainder of the
paper is presented in Table 1. These terms have been cho-
sen to consist with common usage elsewhere in image pro-
cessing, for example [7].

2.2 A General Approach for Correspondence

Many existing intrinsic methods compute correspondence
using a similar generic approach. In this section, two sur-
faces � and � are considered. The aim is to determine
the correspondences between � and � , and compute a

Term Definition
view rendition of an object/scene

region spatially consistent subset of a view

feature intrinsic attribute of a region

feature
represen-
tation

functions of accumulated features, that are comparable using dis-
tance metrics

anchor location of a region, feature or feature representation on a view

local
match

distance measure used to compare feature representations

group set of local correspondences

group
match

intrinsic metric used to compare group properties between views

global
match

extrinsic metric used to evaluate registrations resulting from group
mappings

Table 1. Terminology.

rough initial registration between the two surfaces. A gen-
eral approach followed by a number of intrinsic correspon-
dence methods begins by specifying regions on both sur-
faces. These regions are computed using either a segmen-
tation algorithm, or by selecting points of interest on the
surfaces, and constructing regions around the points. Each
region contains at least one anchor, describing its position
on its parent view.

The next stage of the general approach is to extract features
from each region, and represent the features using func-
tions that are comparable using distance metrics. The lo-
cal matching from one surface to the next then occurs by
matching each representation on � with each representa-
tion on � . The best local matches are then selected and
local correspondences are formed by pairing anchors from

� and � that form the best local matches.

The final stage of the general approach is a global match
procedure. This procedure generally incorporates a group-
ing process where sets of local correspondences are grouped
and tested. If a group contains anchors on � that con-
tain sufficiently similar properties as the anchors on � , the
group is used to transform the two surfaces into a common
coordinate system. The surfaces are final tested using an
extrinsic global match. If a number of groups are tested, the
one that results in the best registration is selected as the set
of correspondences between � and � . The following sec-
tion reviews existing methods that follow the general proce-
dure outlined here.

2.3 Existing Intrinsic Methods

Four significantly different algorithms, selected from the in-
trinsic correspondence literature, are presented in this sec-
tion. These algorithms represent a wide variety of intrinsic
surface correspondence methods. This section shows how
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the algorithms relate to the approach discussed in the previ-
ous section. Examples of other algorithms that can be seen
as following the same general approach are [6] and [12].

The four methods considered here are: spin-image [4],
geometric histogram [1], Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC) based Data Aligned Rigidity Constrained Ex-
haustive Search (DARCES) [4] and intrinsic curve [9]
matching. Spin-image [8] and geometric histogram [1]
matching are similar techniques. Both methods build re-
gions around interest points and use special 2D histogram
feature representations to represent the regions. A set
of pruned local correspondences is passed to each global
match procedure. The match procedures vary, but both use
a grouping and testing process.

The RANSAC-based DARCES method [4] does not extract
feature information from regions. It initiates by computing
point regions on one surface. The main component of the
matching however occurs at the global match level, where
collections of point regions on one surface are formed, and
the second surface is searched for similar collections.

Intrinsic curve matching [9] extracts curvature information
from regions, and then combines regions with similar cur-
vature properties. Feature representations stem from these
combined regions, and are matched from surface to surface.
The global match procedure again relies on a grouping and
testing scheme. This algorithm and the others outlined in
this section are restructured to fit within the correspondence
framework introduced next.

3 The Correspondence Framework
The correspondence framework is both a conceptual and an
actual model that generalises the approach used by intrin-
sic surface correspondence outlined in the previous section.
This section presents and details the five stages of the corre-
spondence framework. It then re-casts four algorithms dis-
cussed in the previous section, to fit within the framework.
A new algorithm is also presented, demonstrating how the
framework facilitates the development of new correspon-
dence methods.

3.1 A Model for Intrinsic Correspondence Com-
putation

The correspondence framework consists of five stages: Re-
gion Definition, Feature Extraction, Feature Representa-
tion, Local Matching and Global Matching. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the progression of a correspondence computation
through these stages.

The function of each respective stage is:
Region Definition: The process of defining geometrically
constrained regions on a surface. An example is construct-
ing regions using neighbourhood information around an-
chors on surfaces [9].

Region Definition

Feature Extraction

Local Matching

Global Matching

Feature Representation

Regions

Views

Features

Global Correspondences

Local Correspondences

Feature Representations

Figure 1. The correspondence framework.

Feature Extraction: The process of extracting geometric
features inherent to each region. An example is extracting
vertical and horizontal distances from the anchor to all sur-
face points in the region [8].
Feature Representation: The process of representing the
extracted features as functions that are comparable using
distance metrics. An example is constructing special 2D
histograms [1, 8].
Local Matching: The process of matching feature repre-
sentations and culling bad matches. An example is com-
paring the Euclidean distance between intrinsic curvature
signatures, and only accepting those signatures whose dis-
tance in difference fall below a preset threshold [9].
Global Matching: The process of grouping local corre-
spondences, matching groups, and evaluating registrations
derived from group anchors. An example is the RANSAC-
based DARCES algorithm. This algorithm groups triplets
of local match anchors based on the intrinsic distances be-
tween them. Registrations are applied to align the triplet
pairs of the two surfaces. Finally, the registrations are eval-
uated by determining the number of closest points between
the first surface and the registered second surface [4].

The following section examines the framework with respect
to existing intrinsic methods.

3.2 Restructuring Existing Algorithms to Fit
Within the Framework

The four algorithms outlined in Section 2.3 are revisited in
this section. They are each modularised to fit within the cor-
respondence framework. This modularisation demonstrates
generality, implying that the framework is suitable for many
intrinsic surface correspondence methods.

Figure 2 describes each stage of each algorithm. When
modularised, the advantages and disadvantages of each al-
gorithm outlined in Figure 2 are easier to identify. These
are discussed below.
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REPRESENTATIONS

REGION

REGION

REGION

REGION

REGION
CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

includes surface vertices
− for each anchor: region

with normals within a preset
angle of the anchor normal

regions,
including only anchor

− for each anchor: region

− for each anchor: region
includes surface polygons
with centroids within a pre−
set distance of the anchor

− for each anchor: null

includes connected surface
vertices within a preset
distance of the anchor

FEATURES

− horizontal distances from

normals

FEATURES

FEATURES

− null features, including
only anchors

vertices
from anchor to all region
− signed vertical distances

anchor to all region vertices

vertices

− angles between anchor
normal and all region vertex

− signed vertical distances
from anchor to all region

− Gaussian curvatures of

FEATURES

regions

REPRESENTATIONS

− two dimensional
histograms with bilinear
smoothing

− two dimensional
histograms with Gaussian
smoothing

REPRESENTATIONS

REPRESENTATIONS

− null representations,
including only anchors

− shortest lines between

curves of zero mean

Gaussian curvature

PRUNING

METRIC

METRIC

METRIC

METRIC

PRUNING

GROUPING

EXTRINSIC METRIC
− sum of the areas of

satisfy geom. constraints

and Y anchors are within
distance constraints

GROUPING

extrinsic distance metric

− number of closest
EXTRINSIC METRIC

EXTRINSIC METRIC

distance constraints

GROUPING

GROUPING

satisfy distance metric

EXTRINSIC METRIC

distance constraints

− number of reciprocal
closest vertices that

surface pair

surface pair

surface pair

correspondences

correspondences

correspondences

correspondences

GEOMETRIC
HISTOGRAM
MATCHING

surface pair

INTRINSIC
CURVE
MATCHING

RANSAC
BASED
DARCES

SPIN−IMAGE
MATCHING

DEFINITION
FEATUREFEATURE

EXTRACTION REPRESENTATION
LOCAL

MATCHING
GLOBAL

MATCHING

− select groups where X

vertices that satisfy

anchor polygons that

− select random groups of
local matches

and Y anchors are within
− select groups where X

− number of closest
vertices that satisfy
extrinsic distance metric

and Y anchors are within
− select groups where X

− select local matches with
match values below preset
threshold

− correlation coefficient
based measure

from local match histogram
− select extreme outliers

− Bhattacharyya distance

− select best match on X
for every Y anchor

PRUNING

− no pruning
PRUNING

on X
Y match with all anchors

− null metric, all anchors on

− difference in length of
feature representations

NEW
ALGORITHM correspondences

Figure 2. Existing intrinsic correspondence algorithms restructured to fit within the framework. The
steps combined to construct the new correspondence algorithm are traced with the dotted line.

Spin-image matching [8] is a powerful algorithm using in-
formative surface representations. It does however use large
regions, which increase the storage space required to run the
algorithm. The registration evaluation segment of the global
matching process is also relatively slow, because it applies
an iterative update scheme to each successful alignment.

Geometric histogram matching [1] uses smaller regions
than spin-image matching, reducing the storage space re-
quired for the algorithm. The features extracted however,
require that input surfaces are smooth, in order to retrieve
accurate angle-between-normals data. The feature repre-
sentations are 2D histograms, as in spin-image matching.
The global match process selects random groups and tests
their geometric consistency. This often requires a number
of repetitions of the global match process, to achieve cor-
rect correspondences between two surfaces.

The computational effort in the RANSAC-based DARCES
method [4] is reserved for the global match selection. The
process relies on the random selection of the first point in
each group, to build groups. Many iterations are required to
achieve correct correspondence between the two surfaces.
This process would operate much faster if fewer local cor-
respondences were supplied to the algorithm.

Intrinsic curve matching [9] is relatively efficient. However,
the feature representations are constructed from curves of
zero mean Gaussian curvature. Surfaces without the cur-
vature changes required to form the zero mean curvature
curves, result in too few surface representations to achieve
useful local and global matches.

3.3 Synthesising a New Algorithm
In the previous section, existing algorithms were decom-
posed into stages, to assist in the analysis of the algorithms.
The best stages of each of these algorithms are now com-
bined, to construct a new intrinsic correspondence method.
The algorithm primarily combines the descriptive power of
spin-image matching with the RANSAC-based DARCES
global matching process. The steps used to construct the
new algorithm are highlighted using the dotted and shaded
path in Figure 2. Note that the local match path in Figure 2
does not show that both the spin-image matching and intrin-
sic curve matching pruning modules are combined to form
the local match component of the new algorithm.

The new algorithm selects regions using the geometric his-
togram matching region selection process. This process en-
sures that regions are sufficiently large, but do not require as
much storage space as spin-image regions. The feature ex-
traction, feature representation and local match modules are
all taken from the spin-image matching algorithm. As men-
tioned, spin-images generate powerful surface descriptions.
The pruning section of the local correspondence algorithm
uses the intrinsic curve pruning method, which reduces the
number of best local matches passed to the global match
module. The global match module then runs the RANSAC-
based DARCES algorithm, which increases in speed dra-
matically, when using fewer local matches to achieve global
correspondence.

The algorithm is presented below, with the sections incor-
porated from the four algorithms outlined labeled appropri-
ately.
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Region Definition: geometric histogram matching
regions defined by constricting the distance between the an-
chor and surrounding points
Feature Extraction: spin-image matching
features extracted are horizontal and signed vertical dis-
tances from anchor to surrounding region points
Feature Representation: spin-image matching
features are represented using 2D histograms
Local Matching: spin-image matching
representations are matched using a correlation-based coef-
ficient
intrinsic curve matching
local matches with match values below a preset threshold
are returned
Global Matching: RANSAC-based DARCES
groups are selected where the anchors on each surface fit the
same distance constraints, and an extrinsic distance based
measure is used to evaluate the registrations resulting from
matched groups

The correspondence results achieved when using the mod-
ularised algorithms, including the new algorithm, are pre-
sented in the following section.

4 Results

Each of the algorithms outlined in the previous section was
tested using three test surface pairs. The test data are Di-
nosaur and Angel surface pairs [3], and a Duck surface pair
[10]. The test surfaces and their corresponding 2D images
are shown in Figure 3. The test surfaces are low resolu-
tion surfaces, averaging approximately 1000 vertices per
surface.

The algorithms outlined in the previous section were tested,
and each returned the best correspondences achieved be-
tween each surface pair. These correspondences were sub-
sequently used to align each pair in the same coordinate
frame. These registrations are shown in Figure 4. Each
registration is a rough initial alignment, which is all that is
required of an intrinsic method.

Figure 4 shows that spin-image matching results in cor-
rectly aligned surfaces for all three pairs. It must be reit-
erated however, that this technique is inefficient in terms of
storage, as large regions are used to create the spin-images.
The geometric histogram also resulted in correct alignments
for the Dinosaur and Angel surface pairs. A slight mis-
alignment of the Duck surface pair occurred, possibly due
to insufficient information extracted, to clearly distinguish
between corresponding regions. The intrinsic curve match-
ing algorithm correctly aligned the Angel pair, slight mis-
aligned the Dinosaur pair, and failed to correctly register
the Duck pair. These results were expected, because the al-
gorithm retrieves a greater number of intrinsic curves for
surfaces with more curvature variation. The Angel surfaces

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(f)(e)

DINOSAUR

ANGEL

DUCK

Figure 3. Surface pairs selected for testing:
Dinosaur viewed at (a) 0 and (b) 36 degrees
rotation, Angel viewed at (c) 0 and (d) 40 de-
grees rotation, and Duck viewed at two un-
specified rotations (e) and (f).

produced more intrinsic curves then the Dinosaur or the
Duck surfaces. The RANSAC-based DARCES correspon-
dences correctly aligned all three surfaces. It did however,
take longer to run then the other three algorithms.
The results of novel algorithm described in the previous sec-
tion, are illustrated in the fifth row of Figure 4. All three
surface pairs aligned correctly. The modules taken from the
existing algorithms, which were combined to construct the
new algorithm, performed as follows. The geometric his-
togram matching region selection module greatly reduced
storage space required. The spin-image feature extraction,
feature representation and local match modules applied the
power of spin-image matching to the algorithm. The lo-
cal match module also used the intrinsic curve matching
culling process to reduce the number of local matches. Fi-
nally, the RANSAC-based DARCES global match module
proved successful again, but ran much faster, as the number
of local matches were supplied to it was greatly reduced.

The results in this section show that existing intrinsic algo-
rithms perform as originally intended when re-cast in the
proposed correspondence framework. They produce accu-
rate results, and are easily combined to construct new algo-
rithms. The new algorithm outlined shows how the frame-
work facilitates the development of new and improved cor-
respondence techniques.

5 Future Work

This paper focused on the correspondence framework for
the purpose of rigid 3D surface correspondence. However,
the correspondence framework is not limited to this domain.
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NEW
ALGORITHM

GEOMETRIC
HISTOGRAM
MATCHING

MATCHING
SPIN−IMAGE

INTRINSIC
CURVE

MATCHING

RANSAC−
BASED

DARCES

(a) (b) (c)

(f)(e)(d)

(g) (h) (i)

(k) (l)(j)

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 4. Registrations resulting from
the best correspondences for the Angel
(a,d,g,j,m), Dinosaur (b,e,h,k,n), and Duck
surface pairs (c,f,i,l,o) using the algorithms
indicated.

Correspondence algorithms for applications such as 2D im-
age mosaicing can also be restructured to fit the framework.

A simple image mosaic algorithm has been implemented
that first determines pairwise correspondence between im-
ages, before merging the set of images into a mosaic. Fu-
ture work includes examining other domains, such as stereo
matching, where the correspondence framework is applica-
ble.

6 Conclusion

A correspondence framework was introduced in this pa-
per, to provide a generic model for automatic surface cor-
respondence. The framework was developed by examin-
ing the general approach to correspondence establishment,
followed by many existing intrinsic rigid surface meth-
ods. The restructuring of algorithms, which were selected
from a broad class of methods, to fit within the framework,
demonstrated generality. Each algorithm produced corre-
spondences that were the expected results for the method in
question. A new algorithm was also developed and tested,
showing how the framework facilitates the synthesis of new
and improved correspondence methods. Finally, the expan-
sion of the framework testbed was discussed, highlighting

the framework’s applicability to other open computer vision
correspondence problems.
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